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Introduction 
On December 20, 1991, the German government announced that it would 
unilaterally recognize  Croatia and Slovenia as independent states. Although 
Germany had made its position clear months earlier, the announcement sent 
shock waves throughout Europe, the United States, and the former Yugoslavia. 
Some six months earlier, in an emotional speech Chancellor Kohl had argued 
that the fall of the Berlin Wall should be a lesson to all Europeans about the 
importance of the right of self-determination for all people.  However, 
Monde had compared Germany's position on recognition with the Nazi's  creation 
of an independent Croatia under German trusteeship during World War 1I.l  And 
Germany's decision led the French Foreign Minister, Roland Dumas, to ask, 
"where is the spirit of Maastricht?", and towarn  Germany's Foreign Minister 
Genscher that  "If you do that [recognize  Slovenia and Croatia']  you will set 
Europe back twenty years."  The New York Times editorialized that Germany's 
recognition of Croatia and Slovenia could cause permanent damage to the EC's 
effort to construct a common foreign policy.2  Why then, did Germany push so 
hard for diplomatic recognition of these two states against the preferences of 
its EC partners and in contrast to its normal post-war preference for 
multilateralism, and what did this episode mean for the future of a common 
European diplomatic and security policy?  Did the episode signal the dominance 
of state sovereignty over the creation of constraints on state autonomy 
implied in the process of European integration? 
This paper will explore the relative weights of EC influence, on the one 
hand, and domestic pressure on the other on the events leading to Germany's 
recognition of Croatia and Slovenia in December 1991--and the EC's  recognition 
of these countries in January 1992.  Did the push for recognition, 
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